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Even as we wrap up our spring semester and start summer courses (or well-deserved
summer vacations!), we look ahead to fall and know you might be doing the same!
Himmelfarb Library is here to help. Read on for resources to create durable links to
course readings, find images for presentations, and publish on your health sciences
education research and programs. Need help with something beyond what’s listed below?
Respond to this email to get in touch with your departmental liaison.
Share Course Materials with Students
Durable links consistently deliver access to e-journals and e-books whether the user is
on- or off-campus and do not require copyright permission. You can use the library's
search tool to create durable links or 'Permalinks', link via a DOI or other standard
identifier, or generate your own durable links. For assistance with durable links, please
email himmelfarb@gwu.edu.
Students may also need to access print items or items without stable URLs. Request
assistance with Course Reserves. Unsure whether you need copyright permission? Use
the Reserves Flowchart on our Blackboard and Course Reserves Copyright Guide.
Build Presentations
Find Images to build or freshen up your course PowerPoints.
Our collection includes texts and other sources for images across populations. Taylor and
Kelly’s dermatology for skin of color is available via AccessMedicine. As in other
AccessMedicine texts, images from Taylor and Kelly are easily downloaded as .ppt files to
insert quickly into your slide decks.
Deliver Sessions
Engage students in active learning using tools such as PollEverywhere or BodyViz.
Assign pre-work, including our Himmelfarb tutorials (Study Design 101 is especially
popular!) or select podcasts.
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Schedule a library instruction session
Publish on Health Sciences Education
Find additional education resources and journals in which to publish your health sciences
education research and programs.
One-Stop Shop
For a one-stop shop of faculty resources, check out the Faculty Guide
New E-Books:
•

Diversity in the Workplace
Antiracism toolkit for organizations

•

Geriatric Nursing
GNRS : geriatric nursing review syllabus : a core
curriculum in advance practice geriatric nursing

•

Human Anatomy
Moore's Clinically Oriented Anatomy, 9th edition

•

Medical Education Titles
Noureddine, Hagge, D., & Ofstad, W. (2022).
Interprofessional education toolkit : practical
strategies for program design, implementation, and
assessment. Plural Publishing, Inc.
R729.5.H4 .N687 2022
Holmboe, Hawkins, R. E., & Durning, S. J. (2017).
Practical Guide to the Evaluation of Clinical
Competence (2nd ed.). Elsevier.
E-book

•

Medicine, Study and Teaching
Leading an academic medical practice

•

Pediatrics - Nelson pediatric symptom-based
diagnosis : common diseases and their mimics
Nelson pediatric symptom-based diagnosis : common
diseases and their mimics

•

Physiology - Costanzo Physiology, 7th edition
Costanzo Physiology, 7th edition

•

Reference questions? Call 202-994-2850 or email us
at himmelfarb@gwu.edu
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•

Remember, Himmelfarb Library is Here for You!
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